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ECOLOGICAL， MORPHOLOGICAL AND TAXONOMIC 
STUDIES ON THAILAND'S FIFTH SPECIES OF 

RAFFLESIACEAE: RHIZANTHES ZIPPELll (BLUME) SPACH 

Hans Banziger* 

ABSTRACT 

A11 22 c1usters of Rhizanthes zippelii studied in τbai1and (where it is confirmed for the 
first time) and in W Ma1aysia pぽ asitizedexc1usively Tetrastigma pedunculare (Wall.巴xLaws.) 
P1anch. (Vitaceae) a1though other Tetrastigma spp. were a1so present， some reported as hosts 
elsewhere.τbe mo中hologyand eco1ogy of the host liana釘 ed巴tai1巴d. Most1y its only 
connection with the ground was by aerial roots and R. z伊'peliigenera11y grew on血esene紅

ground level. Morphologica1 evidence indicates出atR. lowi (B巴ccぽ i)H紅ms，described from 
buds， is best synonymized with R. zippelii， a rather variable species. From extrapo1ation of 
growth measurements， buds would need some 200 days to reach a circumferenc巴 of3.7-4.1 
cm (when出eybreak through the host b訂k)from a swelling of 0.5 cm diameter， and another 
200 to maturity when 14.7-20.5 cm in circumference. Flowers start to open釘'oundmidnight 
and are fully open arQund noon the following day (a1though insects first visit during ear1y 
moming) and remain fresh for 2-3 days. The mush-like pollen is genera11y dep1eted in白efirst 
day but pollinating f1ies (Ca1liphoridae， Diptera) continue to visit for many days.百lepollen 
mush c10ts and hardens once smeared by f1ies onto their back. Experiments show白紙 h釘d-
ened pollen mush retains substantia1 gen凶nabilityfor m釦 ydays組 d白紙c10ttingis readily 
reversed when swept over出efluid-soaked stigma. Nectar is exuded ne紅 thetip of白e
perigones. A‘sωffy room' odour comes仕om血eperigonelcolumn飢 da weaker excrementl 
cheese-like smell from the caudate appendages. R. z伊>peliiis a sapromyophilous flower which 
acts main1y by brood・sitedeception. 

INTRODUCTION 

An encounter in a steamy rain forest with a flowering Rhizanthes z伊'peliimakes姐

intruder wonder.τ'he look of出eflower is more北into a tentacled animal-a starfish or 

medusa-than to a member of出eplant kingdom. But at出es創netime the reddish globe 

with crater， embedded泊 atangle of rufous hairs， reminds one of the blood-shot orifice of 
a furry mammal. This pe甲lexingaspect is p制 of組 intricateset of lures: visual， tactile， 
olfactory and gustatory， as treated in a second study on血eplant' s pollination syndrome 

(BANZIGER， 1996). 
The present state of know1edge of Rhizanthes Dumortier has been aptly reviewed by 

MEUER & VELDKAMP (1988)， with data on its nomenc1a加ra1history， mo中hologyand 

anatomy (e.g. SOLMS-LAUBACH， 1876， 1898; HE町RICHER，1905; CAMME乱 OHER，1920)， 

seeds (SOLMS-LAUBACH， 1874， 1898)， pollen morphology (TAKl汀AJANET AL.， 1985)， 

cytology (町凡， 1933)， geographic dis凶bution阻 d，as far as the sometimes deteriorated and 
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incomplete museum material allowed， detailed taxonomic description. 
Previously known， among else， mainly under Brugmansia Blume， at present two 

species紅e閃 cog凶zed，viz. R. zippelii (Blume) Spach and R. lowi (Becc訂 i)Harms， 
di姐 ibutedin Suma回， W Malaysia， Bomeo and， for R. z伊llelii，also Java (MEUER & 

VELDKAMP， 1988). 百lepresent study proves血epresence of R. z伊lleliiin Thailand for 
the first time， a finding which is not entirely unexpected as由especies is included in a list 
of百凶 plantn創nes(SMIτ1NAND，1980). However， Dr. T. Smitinand informed me白紙 he

had never seen出epl叩 t，despite his life-long field experience;白紙 therecord originated 

from his predecessor; and出at白ereis no herbarium material from Thailand (if any had 
ever been collected). Furthermore， the record remains dubious also because one of the 
local names listed was出esame as that for Rafflesia kerrii M吋民 b，uaphud (前朋)with 
which it might have been confused， while another is bua khrang (u'lf'lf.:J). The present study 

increases to four the numb巴rof genera of Rafflesiaceae present in Thailand， the other three 
being Sapria Gri白血 (wi血 twoincluded species)， Mitrastemma Makino and Rafflesia R. 
Brown (wi白 one百聞 specieseach) (HOSSEUS， 1907; HANSEN， 1972a， b; MEUER， 1984; 
BANZIGER， 1991). 

Less is known about the biology of Rhizanth自由anthe still poorly understood 
Rafflesia and Sapria while Mitrastemma has been comprehensively researched by 

WATANABE (1936， 1937). The bud phenology of Rafflesia and Sapria is known 旬 some

extent (MEIJER， 1984; ELLIOπ， 1990， 1992)， as is白epollination biology of Rafflesia 
(BEAMAN ET札.， 1988; B加 ZIGER，1991)出oughit is poorly known in Mitrastemma叩 d

unknown in Sapria. Seed dispersal and host infection are sti1l a matter of sp田 ulationfor 
all of them. For Rhizanthes， among the least known of the nine genera of Rafflesiaceae， 
even mo中hologicalaspects and taxonomy紅'efar from elucidated. This is perhaps due to 

its variability， complicated by the peculi紅 presenceof bisexual as well as male and female 
flowers， as a1ready noted by SOLMS-LAUBACH (1876) and HE別問CHER(1905). Otherreasons 

are its secretive mode of life and a disconcerting， to some people even repulsive aspect， 
with hairs which look like they could sting姐 dappendages which， during the ope凶ng

phase of the flower， resemble出etrap spikes of a carnivorous plant. This did not endear 

it to local people or the occasional collector. 

The most detailed biological notes so far have been on the longevity of 2 or 3 flowers 
and白eirodour， made on four occasions by F. Bartel (HE問問C田 R，1905). Several authors 
have commented on the smell produced by the flower. Visiting insects were identified as 
carrion flies，仕uitflies， gnats， ants， etc. DELP町 o(1868) attempted a 缶百tinterpretation 

of the pollination mechanism. 

STUDY SITES AND HABITATS 

百】estudy紅 easconsisted of白reesites in evergreen rain forest. The most northerly 
was in Su拙註inDis凶ct，Narathiwat Province， South Thailand. The other two were between 
Gopeng and Chenderiang， South Perak， Peninsular Malaysia， the general紅'eamentioned 
by MOLESWOR'百IALLEN (1968). 

Site (a)也 SThail叩 dwas along a 5-15 m wide s悦組nin a 20-50 m broad gully 

meandering southwards to westwards， at 260-340 m msl (mean sea level). 13 clusters of 
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R. zippelii-four only with dead buds or desiccated flowers but possibly with live thalli 
inside the host-were dis位ibutedover a distance of about 1 km. The clusters were less 
出an3 metres from the stream though two were about 10 m from it.百leforest (Fig. 1) 

was variably shady with estimated total daily sunflecks reaching the clusters from a minimum 
of 112 to a maximum of 2 h. 

Site (b) (shown to me by Mr. M. Wong) was a north-flowing， 15 m broad， shallow 
抑 'eambed s位ewnwith stones， gravel and various plants at 330 m msl. The wa町 flowed
between and below them; after heavy showers白eywould be briefly be inundated. Much 

of the訂 eawas covered by a species of Araceae. Despite careful checking of血e
surroundings only two clusters of R. zippelii were found， 30 m ap紅 t，both in the stre創n

bed， where the vegetation was most open. Thus， while the soil was perpetually wet， the 
habitat received more light白 血 血eaverage understorey vegetation， with sunflecks reaching 
the flowers for about 2-3 h daily. 

Site (c) was in a sep紅 atevalley about 2 km from site (b) and consisted of 7 clusters 

(2 shown to me by an Orang Asli， 5 found by myself) s住'ewnover about 112 km， in a 

n紅 TOWgully along a stream， 350-450 m msl， exposed SE to SW.τ'he habitat was essentially 
the same as that of (b) but more shaded. Sunflecks nevertheless reached the clusters for 

up to 112 h daily. One cluster was on rocks in the stream bed， the others on adjacent 
gravelly b創lksa few metres from the stream. 

τ'he訂 eaof study in S Thailand is under the influence of the east coast weather regime 
-heaviest rain in November and December， followed by a relatively dry period in March-

May with low rainfall. During 30 March to 17 April 1995 only 4 late aftemoon showers 
were experienced. Mid-day temperaωres were 26-30"C and relative humidity (RH) was 
65-90 % (quite high considering that it was the ‘dry' season， obviously the result of 
humid， nearly constant， though slow wind drifts down along the stream).百leminimum 
night temperature was 21"C at 100% RH. Humidity is of paramount importance for the 
clotting of the pollen mush (cf. chapter on pollen). 

At the sites in Perak， exposed to the west coast weather regime， there is a period with 

low rainfall in January and February and ag泊nin June and July when there訂 egenerally 
m組 ydays without rain. However， the periods dぽ ingmy studies in J佃 U釘yand February 

1994 and 1995 were unusually wet with most days cloudy at least in the aftemoon and with 
rainfall during more出anhalf出e26 days of research (凶ghtrains not considered). Relative 

humidity was generally 85-100% but when sunflecks reached the clusters it was reduced 
to about 75%， and occasionally was as low as 659もwhenwind came from sunny ridges 

instead of down the humid gully. Between 0930 and 1930 h temperatures were 22-250C. 

The rainy weather experienced was unfortunate as a single shower destroys the reproductive 

ability of male R. zippelii flowers by washing away the pollen; furthermore， pollinator 
activity is reduced. 

百lequest for R. zippelii in Thailand began on 18 March and the last observation was 
on 18 April， 1995.百leMalaysian sites were visited on 9 days during 24 January to 3 

February， 1994，阻d16 days during 15 to 31 Janu訂y，1995. Flower watching for pollinators 
was c紅riedout during 29 days for a total of 140 h， about half of which were at the Thai 

sites. 
Unfortunately， none of the three sites is in a protected area. As during other studies 

on endangered species in Thailand， 1 worked alone and refrained from asking locals about 
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the possible presence of the plant in their紅白 toavoid giving白epl佃 ta marketable value. 
My discovery of出eplant was the result of systematic search for也eappropria飽 hostliana 
in suitable habiぬts. The study sites in Malaysia were relatively safe thanks to M工M.
Wong and the Orang Asli who were aw紅'eof the advantages of prot田伽g血em.

Collected ma回 ialis at present at血eauthor' s dep紅回路ntbut eventually it will be 
deposited at the Forest Herbarium， Bangkok. 

HOST -PARASITE RELA:τ10NSHIP 

Hosts infected by Rhizanthes zippeui 

SOLMS-LAUBACH (1876) mentioned Tetrastigma papillosum但I.)Pl組 chon(as Ciss凶

papillosa (Vitaceae)) as the host of R. zippelii in Java.町凡(1933)reported it on the root 
of a Villebrunea sp. (U凶caceae)泊 Suma回. MEIJER & VELDKAMP (1988) added T. 
lanceolarium (Roxb.)Planchon， which is also出especies most often infected by Rafflesia 
血ough，according to LATIFF & MAT-SALLEH (1991) and Latiff (pers. commよ白isname 
is aju凶orsynonym of T. leucostaphylum (Dennst.)A1ston. However， more recent1y Lati質
(pers. comm.) concluded that the appropriate n釘nefor由ismost食'equenthost species of 
rafflesias is T. tuberculatum B1. 1 have used Tetrastigma sp. 12 for白istaxon (e.g. 
BANZIGER， 1991). MOL回 WOR'百 ALLEN(1968) reported R. lowiー correctedto R. zippelii 
byME田 R&VE印 KAMP(1988) - on Kadsura lanceolata K泊g(Schisandraceae) a fmding 
which is questioned by MEIJER & VELDKAMP (1988). In fact， Mo回 SWORTHALL聞 'S
凶 cingof血ehost加出etangle of lianas was uncertain. Fu地 ermore，as shown泊 avery 
different s佃dy但ANZIGER，1989， Fig. 15)， some Schisandraceae like Kadsura heteroclita 
(Roxb.)Craib， have stems with corky ridges， a feature typical of some Tetrastigma spp.， 
which might have caused confusion. 

R. lowi was mentioned by MEIJER & VELDKAMP (1988) as occurring on T. dubium 
(Laws.) Planchon， T. glabratum (Bl.)Planchon and T. papillosum，白oughnot on T. 
lanceolarium. 

In my study are出， both泊百lailandand Malaysia， the hosts of all 22 clusters of R. 
zippelii were T. pedunculare (Wall. ex Laws.)Planchon (e.g. coll. No. 1202， 1307， 1308， 
1328， 1330)σ'igs. 15-17).百lIsspecies， known from Malaysia， Suma仕aand Bomeo， is 
herewith newly recorded for Thailand， where 1 found it in Yala， Pa位制 andNara由iwat
provinces (e.g. coll. No. 1321， 1327). F町出ermore，it is also a new host record. 

At血esites in Malaysia， an estimated 1泊 2-4T. pedunculare lianas were infected 
wi由 R.zippelii; in Thailand白iswas much lower. 

Morphologi伺 1and Ecological Notes on the Host Plant 

Below is a description of T. pedunculare in the live state. Special attention is given 
to stem characteristics， a feature often omitted泊 previousdescriptions. Stems釘ep紅白叫arly
useful for species recognition by也eecologist in the field. 

The stem of the liana， round泊 crosssection and up to 4 cm in diameter， is relatively 
soft and lacks corky ridges or plates so often seen in other Tetrastigma.百lebark is very 
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FigllI巴 1. R. zippelii in its typical habitat in S Thailand. A nower in full blool11 is at left bottol11， five 

large bllds 31巴 inthe backgrollnd 
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Figure. 2. A freshly opened ma le fl ower of R. zippelii. S Pcrak , Malays ia. 

Figure. 3. G lillering droplets o f nectar soak the ramenta and pan of 1he tuft hairs near the tip of 

three pcrigo ncs. 
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Fig山 e.4. Al1lplllla with ring 01' anth巴!日ofl1lale I? zippelii. Not巴 thein巴glllarbancl of yellow poll巴n11l1lsh 

consisti ng of l1lergecl clroplets 

Figure. 5. Al1lplllla ancl stigl1lutic f，日ciain fCl1lalc I? zippe/ii. Note the white papilla巴
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Figure. 6- 11. Opening phases of R. zippe!ii. 6. Bud 
12 h before opening; note the diverging 
bracts. 7- 11. Buds/flowers about 2, 4, 
6, 8 and 9 h after the opening started at 
midnight. 
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血in，of greyish to brownish colour except where covered by lichens (infrequent in other 
species of出egenus) and is more or less lenticellate. Tissue immediately below the bark 
is red. 1 have found白isfeature 0凶yin few Tetrastigma， e.g. in T. laoticum Gagnep.， 

Tetrastigma sp. 22 (coll. No. 1199).百lestem is more elastic than in other species of血e
genus.百lesound emitted by the liana when bent， the ‘crack1ing' so typical for Tetrastigma 
(and some other Vitaceae)， is somewhat less distinct. 

A single large liana may produce dozens of aeria1 roots hanging down in s凶 ight
threads to the ground， from as high出 20m泊血ec佃 opy，to just a few cm above the 
ground.百leaeria1 roots (Fig. 17)， often on1y a few mm in diameter， can grow as thick出

the stem itself， for which血ey紅'ethen often mistaken. If they are tom， secondary aeria1 
roots develop at or ne紅 thewound. Typica11y， aeria1 roots do not emit any‘crack1ing' 
sound when bent， are rather more reddish below the bark and genera11y more strongly 
lenticellate由加 thestem. The lenticels can be quite conspicuous， occasiona11y like sma11 
tuberc1es which might lead to confusion with the stem of T. papillosum by the non-specia1ist. 
百leaeria1 root system resembles白紙 foundin Tinospora crispa (Lour.) Merr.， Tinospora 
baenzigeri Forman (Menispermaceae) (BANZIGER， 1982) but in T. pedunculare it is more 
impressive: large 01d specimens have lost a11 contact with the ground via the prim紅yroot 
system，出estem growing high up and extending over severa1 tree crowns; the only 
connection wi白 theground is by血eaerial roots. None of白emany specimens found in 
S Thailand had direct contact with the ground through prim紅yroots組 din Ma1aya on1y 
very few did. 

Another important feature is the production of latera1 runners， present to v紅ying
extent a1so泊 anumber of other Tetrastigma spp.， e.g. qu日2drangulumCraib & Gagnep.， 
obovatum Gagnep.， laoticum， tuberculatum， curtisii (Ridley) Suesseng.， hookeri 
(Laws.)Planchon， as well as other lianas such as Parvatia brunoniana Decne. 
(Lardizaba1aceae) (BANZIGER， 1989， 1991，組dunpubl.). In a single growing season T. 
pedunculare ' s lateral runners can cover a distance of 25 m. At various interva1s a10ng the 
runner， rootlets develop and if the runner is severed when old enough， it develops into an 
independent plant. If it is assumed that after 5 ye訂 sor so a new plant is large enough to 
produce its own runners組 d白eseq田 nceis repeated for 50 years，出回出eplant may have 
'travelled' some 250 m出 aseparate but genetica11y identica1 p1ant. It is probable that血e
p紅asite‘hitch-hikes'a10ng with it and that nearby c1usters of R. zippelii belong to 
genetica11y identica1 individua1s， derived from a single origina1 tha11us. 

百leleaves釘 e3・foli01ate(Fig. 15)， crenate， with very broad leaf1ets (wid血 more白血

ha1f白elength)， with asymmetrical latera11eaflets and short petiolules (less由佃1.5cm
long). 

The flowers (Fig. 16) are greenish-yellow， very fragrant， the cyme generally 
dichotomous， often bom on the old stem， but most1y high up. The fruits (Fig. 15) are 
slightly compressed dorso・ventra11y，dark red when mature姐 d，atι8 mm in diameter， 
among the sma11est in Tetrastigma.τ'hey tasted sour. The seeds， yellowish to greyish to 
dark brown，紅'e3-5 mm in diametre， more or less cordate， with v紅iablycrenate m紅g泊s
組 dtypica11y with a T -shaped endosperm. Further taxonomic features are as mentioned in 
LA'百FF(1984). 

In South Thailand many individuals bore profuse fruit during late March to April. In 
Perak on1y one pl組 thad fruits but it a1so had flowers atぬesame time in mid-J釦 U紅y.
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It would therefore appear白紙 inbo血Thailandand Malaya the liana fruits in血e合y
season and也atthe simultaneous presence of企uitsand flowers in the Perak specimen may 
be due to血epresence of two官 y'se酪 ons血ere，the second being in June-July， presumably 
when the January flowers will bear白血企凶t.1 found the liana at 200ー700m elevation 
but could not check higher up. It w出 morecommon at 200-400 m. It lives泊 avery 
specific habitat， namely along peren凶alstreams of small to average size. Individuals often 
crossed the 抑 eamin the canopy， the aerial roots hanging down on bo白 sidesof， and into， 
the stream. 

Populatioo Structure of Rhizanthes zippelu 00 its Host 

In S官1ail組 dR. z伊'Peliigrew exclusively on aerial roots of the host， all at ground 
level' except a few which were not more白血 30cm above ground. In Malaysia all buds 
ofthe two 1紅 'gestclusters similarly developed only on白every large aerial roots (白estem 
of bo白 hosts，without prim訂yroot connection with the ground， was no less白血 15-20
m above the ground at the lowest point). Most of the 15 buds of another cluster developed 
on血estem of the host and some on the aerial roots. In the remaining 6 clusters all buds 
developed on roots but it could not be determined whether on prim紅yor aerial ones. Most 
buds were just below， at or just above ground level， but some were nearly 1 m above 
ground and 5-6 m from the po泊twhere the aerial root entered the ground (after coming 
down in a wide c町 veand following the ground for several meters). Two small clusters 
were on roots in close contact with the rock facies of large bolders.τ'he largest cluster， 
near a ta11 tree， was so thickly covered by leaf litter白紙onlythe flowers which had pushed 
aside the leaves while ope凶ng，and由etip of some large buds， emerged. 

百1esize of the host root on which R. zippelii grew ranged 企'om1 t04cm泊 diameter.
Buds could be so close each other出 tomutually impair growth and flowering. 

Two of the 22 clusters were solitary， the others occurred加 groupsof 2-12 clusters， 
出edist佃 cebetween clusters being 1ι30m.τ'he smallest recog凶zablylive cluster had 
o凶yone live bud (besides withered flowers)， the largest cluster (site (c)) had， over an釘'ea
of 1 m2， at least 30 small to large buds and 10出1yones still embedded in host tissue; 
nearby satellite clusters of the s創nehost had about h叫fas many additional buds. Tota1 
number of buds seen泊 Thailandwas more血阻 100組 din Malaysia well over 170. 

Four of the 13 Thai clusters had only old， long since withered flowers and it is not 
clear whether the parasite血alluswas still alive inside the host. The remaining 9 clusters 
had live buds and four had also flowers (only fresh enough ones still visited by flies 
considered here). All 9 Malaysian clusters had live buds and 6 had flowers. Skeletonized， 
black remains of flowers which must have withered months before were present in most 
clusters. 

Considerlng all flowers (fresh and old: 29) and buds (15) analyzed， the sex ratio w儲

1 female to 3 males. In 5 clusters both sexes were present， in one there were 2 males， in 
4 only one individual could be sexed and in the remaining clusters the sex of the parasite 
could not be established. If reinfection of a host is indeed as r紅'eas is generally 
assumed-but this is by no means sure一白esex 他国butionwould indicate白紙R.zi]フ'Pelii
is likely to be monoecious. A similar siωation apparently applies to S. himal，の'ana但山0π，
1992，組down observ.) but possibly not to Ra.fJlesia where clusters tend to be of one sex 
only. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL NOTES ON RHI;日NTHESZIPPELII 

Functional Morphology of the Flower 

The flower morphology is treated mainly from the functional aspect because of its 
importance for the second p訂 tofmy sωdyon出epollination. Nevertheless， mo中home凶c
data (Tables 1-3)紅 eincluded because they might prove useful for the clarification of the 
taxonomic status of R. zippelii and R. lowi (cf. discussion). No significant difference was 
noted between the Thai and Malaysian plants， especially when considering the overall 
variability of the species. 

Diarneter of the whole flower (Fig. 2) is 11-17 cm， not including the brownish-red， 
filiform， caudal appendages 2.5-5.1 cm long attached to the tip of the perigone lobes at 
a right angle (geniculation). The 16 perigones are generally detached from adjacent ones 
about in the middle of their length though some do not sep紅 ateat all while others sep紅 ate
nearer the base. Various swellings (calli) may be present on the distal half of the perigone. 
Near the tip of出eperigones there is a narrowly triangular， nectariferous pad 0.8-1.1 cm 
long and 0.6-1 cm wide on which the rarnenta are set. On the basal half出eperigones 
form a camp佃 ulatetube which intemally merges with the circumarnbulator， a circular 
channel (cf. Figs. 4， 5) running round the base of the column. (The circumambulator is 
so called because pollinators walk in it around the column.) 31-52 brownish-red radial 
lines stretch from the base of the pale circumarnbulator to the upper tube where they fade 
into the more brownish coloration of the distal p訂 tof the perigones. At the center of the 
flower is the pale yellow column consisting of a stalk about 0.5 cm long and a globular 
head 1.2-2.1 cm wide and 0.7・1.8cm high. The upper half of the globe is formed by the 
brownish-red arnpulla (Figs. 4， 5) with a crater depth of 0.8-1.6 cm. The lower half of 
白eglobe consists of the reproductive organs (described below). The flower is connected 
to the host via the ‘neck'， a section containing the ov訂 y(rudimentary in males)， set 
between the insertion of出eperigone bases and the cupula (the disk-like attachment of 
flower and host). The neck is covered by 3 whorls of 5 black bracts (scales). 

Females are distinct from males in the following characters (cf. Tables 1-3): Generally 
shorter caudate appendages (2-3.3 cm vs. 2.5-5.1 cm)， shallower crater depth (0.7-1 cm 
vs. 1.1-1.6 cm)， larger (higher and wider) globular head (1.4ー1.8and 1.6-2.1 cm vs. 
0.7-1.1 and 1.2-1.7 cm)，叩dmore massive neck (3.2-4.4 cm vs. 2.0-2.9 cm) which is also 
differently shaped. Narnely， in the female the walls are parallel or， more often， slightly 
converging upwardly so that the neck is narrowest just below the perigone insertion. In the 
male neck the walls converge downwardly (cf. Fig. 6)， thus it is n紅 rowestfurther down 
near where the last whorl of scales is attached. 

There are four types of hairs. (1) Finely pointed， straight， sp紅白 hairsup to about 1 
cm long. Brown in colour， they訂 eon the outer wall of the紅npulla(Fig. 4) and span白e
gap between this and the furry hairs of the tube wall. It would appear that their main 
function is， thanks to a certain stiffness， to ke巴p‘unauthorized'insects -mainly flies such 
as Muscidae， Platystomatidae， etc.-from intruding into the gap where they might adversely 
affect pollination， e.g. getting sωck， scぽingoff pollinators， or stealing pollen. Blow flies 
are robust enough to deflect these hairs and penetrate deeper. 

(2)‘Fuπy' hairs， cinnarnon brown in colour， up to 1.1 cm long， with hooked， bifid， 
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Table 1. Morphome凶cdata of R. zippelii企omsite (a)， S Thailand. Sizes in cm. 

Specimen code Female Female Male Male Male Male Male Male 

flower flower flower flower flower flower flower bud 

5.W 9.1 3.V 5.Z 5.1 5.2 5.8 11.2 

Diameter of flower (gen- 17 11.5 16 14.5 14 13.5 14 岨・・圃ーー

iculation to geniculation) 

Circumf巴renceof bud ーーー司胃 ー畠晶ー・・ 13.6 

Length of cauda1 appenda・ 2-3.3 2.3-2.9 ?-5.3 3-4 3-4 3-4 2-3 2-3.2 

ges (geniculation to tip) 

Width of perigone lobes 1.1-2.0 1ル1.5 1.9 1.1-2 1.3-1.6 1.3-1.9 1-1.6 ーーーーー

Column height (base to 2.2 1.9 :damaged 1.6 1.45 1.4 1.3 1.25 

crest of ampulla) 

Wid血 ofstalk of column 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 

Ampulla height (reddish p紅 t) 0.8 0.7 ~amaged 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 

Externa1 diameter of ampulla 1.81 1.6 ドamaged 1.7 1.6 1.5x1.7 1.4x1.5 1.35 

(at maximum width) 

Diameter of ampulla crest 0.95xl damaged 0.95xl 0.9xl 0.8x1.1 0.75xO.9 0.7 

(crater aperture) 

Crater dep白 (crestto bottom， 0.9 damaged 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 

measured intemally) 

Wid血 ofstigmatic fascia or 0.75 d創nag吋 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.35 

annular row of anthers 

Number of an血ers ーーーーー ー・・ーーー damaged 48 51 50 45 ーーーーー

Wid由。fneck 4.4 3.5 2.6 2.9 2.5 2.8 2.4 1.9 

Remarks: 1 stigma wider白anampulla: 2.1 cm. Specimens 5.W， 5.Z， 5.1， 5.2飢 d5.8紅巴 組合'om血esame 

cluster while 3.V， 9.1 and 11.2 are a11 from different clusters. 
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Morphometric data of R. zippelii from site (b)， Malaysia. Sizes in cm. 

Specimen code Female Male Male Male Male Male Male Male Female Female Female 
flower flower flower flower flower flower flower flower bud bud bud 
0.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.5 1.2 0.8 0.9 

Diameter of flower (gen- 13 4 12.5 15.5 13 14.5 12.5 13.5 ーーーーー ーー骨ー・・ ーーーーー

iculation to geniculation) 

Circurnference of bud ーーー圃ー ーーーーー 国・・ーーー ーーーーー 圃ーーーー 胃ーーーー ーーーーー ーーーーー 17.4 13.6 14.5 

Length of caudal 2.8 3.5-4.5 damaged 3.5-4.5 damaged 3-4 2.5-3.5 3.5-4.5 2.7-3.1 1.9-2.3 1.5-2 

appendages (geniculation to tip) 

Width of perigone lobes 1.1-1.8 1.1-1.8 0.7-1.3 1.2-1.9 1-1.9 1.2-1.8 1-1.7 1-1.8 ーーーーー ーーーーー ーーーー-

Colurnn height (base to 1.8-2.0 1.55 1.5 1.6 damaged 1.45 1.3 1.6 1.9 1.75 1.6 

crest of ampulla) 

Wid出 ofstalk of colurnn 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.95 0.95 

Ampulla height (reddish part) 0.8 0.6 damaged 0.6 damaged 0.55 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6 

Extemal diameter of ampulla 1.8x2 1.5 1.2 1.5 damaged 1.5 1.3x1.4 1.4 1.75 1.75 1.8 
(at maximum width) 

Diameter of ampulla crest 0.9x1.1 0.9xl damaged 0.8 damaged 0.9 0.7xO.85 0.85 0.95 0.85 0.9 
(crater ape目ure)

Crater depth (crest to bottom， 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.5 damaged 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.6 

measured intemally) 

Width of stigmatic fascia 0.7 0.35 damaged 0.35 damaged 0.3 0.3 0.35 0.65 0.63 0.6 

or annular row of anthers 

Number of anthers ーーーーー 36 damaged 41 damaged 39 46 41 .幽ーー・・ー 帽ー・・ー" ー・・"ーー

Width of neck 3.5 2.3 2.0 ー・・ーーー 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.4 3.1-3.4 3.4 3.4 

Table 2. 

い品。Remarks: aI1 specimen釘efrom the same cluster. 
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Morphome凶cdata of R. zippelii from site (c)， Malaysia. Sizes in cm. 

Specimen code Male Male Male Male Male Male Female Female Male Male Male 
flower flower flower flower flower flower bud btid bud bud bud 
2.2.0 2.4 2.5.2 2.5.1 2.5.28 2.7.1 2.5.3 2.5.30 2.6 2.1.3 2.1.1 

Diameter of flower (gerト 14 14.5 14 13 13 13 ーーーー・・ ーーーーー ーー・・ーー ーーーーー ーーー--

iculation to geniculation) 

Circurnference of bud ー---- ーーーーー ー・ーーーー ーーーーー ーー・・ーー ーーーーー 15.7 10.7 16 15.7 15.7 

Length of caudal 3-4 3.8-5.1 damaged 3-3.5 2.5-3.5 4 2.6 1.7 3-3.8 2.4-3.4 3.0-3.4 
appendages (geniculation to tip) 

Wid出 ofperigone lobes 1.1-1.9 1.3-1.9 1.5 1.2-1.5 1.1-1.7 1.1-1.6 ーーーーー ー-ーーーー 圃ーーーー

Colurnn height (base to 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.35 1.45 damaged ーーーーー ----ー ーーーー. ーーーーー ーー司ーー

crest of ampulla) 

Wid白 ofsta1k of column 0.95 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 damaged 0.8 0.65 0.7 0.8 0.7 

Ampulla height (reddish part) 0.7 0.55 0.6 0.43 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.45 0.45 0.45 

Extemal diameter of創npulla 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.65 1.45 1.5 1.5 
(at maximum width) 

Diameter of ampulla crest lx1.1 0.9 0.8xO.9 0.8xO.9 0.9xl msect 1.0 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 
(crater ape巾 同 d創naged

Crater depth (crest to bottom， 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.1 0.95 msect 0.7 0.45 1.2 1.2 0.8 
measured intemally) damaged 

Width of stigmatic fascia 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.35 0.35 0.6 0.55 0.3 0.35 0.3 
or annul訂 rowof anthers 

Number of an出ers 47 40 damaged 48 46 damaged ーーーーー ーーーーー ーーー四ー ーー国圃曲圃 ーーーーー

Wid白 ofneck 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.1 2.2 3.2 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.9 

Table 3. 

specimens 2.5.1， 2.5.2， 2.5.3， 2.5.28 and 2.5.30紅'efrom the same cluster， as紅 e2.1.1 and 2.1.3， while 2.2.0， 2.4， 2.6 and 2.7.1 are al1 from d江f巴rent
clusters. 

Remarks: 
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trifid or multi-branched endings.百leyare wildly intertwined (Figs. 4， 5) in a tangle 

covering the perigone from the base of the circumambulator to出e加fthairs in a somewhat 

loose， wholy mat 0.2ー0.5cm thick. The branched endings obvioulsy mutually anchor血eir
position. The tangle leaves a circular gap of 0.4-0.8 cm between it and the column. 1 

propose that this tangle rnirnics， at least tactically， the fur of a mammal. At the same time 
it also works as a device for efficient pollen acquisition and delivery: it elastically presses 

intruders of the circumambulator against the anthers or stigma when they negotiate the 

circular gap. 
(3) Tuft hairs (BECCA町 's(1869) ciuffi) ， somewhat darker， shorter (0.8 cm)， though 

thicker than出efl町可 h姐 S組 dgenerally lacking branched endings so that they do not 
form an intertwined tangle but stand out more or less straight upw釘 das well as laterally， 
somewhat like in a bundle of wheat (Fig. 2).百leyare found between the furry hairs and 

the ramenta and cover the width of由eperigone for about 0.5 cm. Most authors have not 

distinguished these hairs from type (2) probably because they worked with preserved 
flowers; in this the hairs' peculiar posture is lost. 1 propose that they function as a 

barrier-not very efficient perhaps-against visitors (except the strongly-built calliphorids) 
in order to reduce attempts to proceed to the centre of the flower where they might cause 

damage or disrupt the pollination process. AIso， since some of them get soaked in nectar， 
they may increase volatilization and hence improve attraction; many insect visitors fly only 

to the nectar. 
(4)百ler創nenta(antler hairs)， again essentially sirnilar to type (2) but very much 

shorter (0.1 cm)，訂esomewhat thicker-walled， darker and likewise provided with single 
or multiple branchings. Being shorter，出ey紅 enot so intertwined and form a dark brown 
velvety carpet. They are distributed distally to the ωft hairs， on the nectariferous pad (Fig. 

3). Their function may be to soak up the nectar and possibly to improve its volatilization. 

Anthers and Stigma 

All 29 flowers and 15 buds of R. zippelii exarnined proved to be either male or female. 
In regions like Java most R. z伊'Pe1iiare bisexual while a few are unisexual， either purely 
so (SOLMS-LAUBACH， 1876) or with more or less s虻onglyreduced organs of the opposite 

sex (HE町阻CHER，1905). In bisexual plants the anthers are located directly below the 
stigma from which白eyare separated by佃 annulardepression. In my populations the 

yellowish white anthers are set on the lower half of the globular apex of the column， just 
below the ampulla (Fig. 4). The 31-52 anthers are町 angedin a circular row 0.3-0.4 cm 

wide. They紅ecurved radially as well as tangentially， resulting in a rib-like appearance 

of the row. They have a depression somewhat below the upper end where a drop of pollen 
mush collects and merges more or less completely with that of adjacent anthers. This 
conglomeration gives rise to a continuous but irregularly thick ring (Fig. 4) of pollen mush 
which pro住udes仕omthe anthers， ready to be sweapt off by pollinators entering into， 

proceeding along， or leaving， the circumambulator. The free gap between the anthers and 
出efurry hairs is about 0.4-0.8 cm but it can be elastically widened by intruders as the 
tangle of fu町 hairs，0.2-0.5 cm thick， is not stiff. 

The correct location of the stigma was pointed out by SOLMS-LAUBACH (1876) but its 
position was later rnisinterpreted by most authors until HEIN町CHER(1905)叩 dMEIJER & 
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VELDKAMP (1988) re氾ognizedthe right position again. The accuracy of this location is 
also proved by SOLMS-LAUBACH'S (1876) discovery there of germinated pollen and by my 
experiments with pollen gen凶nation(see below). 

The stigmatic surface is a 0.7-1 cm wide fascia arranged around the lower half of血e
globular apex of the column， just below the ampulla (Fig. 5)ー→巴ssentiallyin a position 
corresponding to白紙 of血e朗自ers.τ'hestigma is bright white， at close look somewhat 
glittering due to the innumerable papi1lae which give it the appearance of a velvety mat， 

rather similar to the stigmatic area in RaJjles加佃dSapria， though in the latter ones it is 
more horizontally set and less radially curved. 百le仕eegap intruders have to negotiate 
is comparable to白atin the males. 

An important finding is出at，while in most flowers the stigma is covered by a sticky 
film， in R. zippelii姐 deven more so in S. himalayana， Ra. kerrii (RaJjlesia is shortened 
to Ra. to distinguish it from Rhizanthes， R.) and Ra. cantleyi Solms-Laubach， there is組

abundant secretion which soaks up the papillae of the stigma， a fundamental feature which 
has not been mentioned by any worker on these pl組 ts.The liquid is not oily as in many 
flowers but a cle肌 waterysecretion.百lefunction of such a stigma with unusual amounts 
of fluid is obvioulsy旬 lique守合iedpollen clots (see below) on the back of the pollinators 
佃 dto‘sponge佃 dbrush' it off with the papi1lae as the pollinator crawls into， along佃 d
out of the circumambulator. Additionally， the stigmatic secretion dilutes and spreads the 
pollen over a wider area， reducing crowding of the huge masses of clumped pollen grains， 
thereby improving fertilization. This works also when pollinators c紅ryfluid pollen mush. 

Pollen 

Unlike in most plants， the pollen gr泊nsin RaJjlesia， Rhizanthes and Sapria紅 e
suspended in a fluid ma位以.When attached to白eanthers or freshly acquired， the pollen 
occurs as a mush with a consistency between mayonnaise and milk. In Rhizanthes it is paler 
and somewhat more fluid白血 inRaJjlesia佃 dSapria. ME田 R(1958)叩 dBEAMAN ET 

AL. (1988) assumed that for successful pollination， male and female flowers must be 
present at the same time so白atpollinators c叩 deliverpollen on出esame day. However， 

BλNZIGER (1991) proposed白紙 calliphoridsmay deliver pollen weeks after血eyhad 
acquired it. 

It seems白紙 nobodyhas been aware of some interesting features in the consistency 
and gen凶nabilityof the pollen mush of血e由reegenera: (1) once smeared off from出e
anthers it go自由rougha more or less fast coagulation， drying and h紅白凶ngprocess 
depending on出ehumidity of the outside泊r;(2)血eprocess is reversible under appropriate 
conditions; (3) the pollen retains its viability for an extended period of time even in白e
合ystate. 

In S. himalayana， under average e紅 lyafternoon humidity and temperature in 
December-FebruぽY(75-85 % RH， 16-180C)， the surface of a drop ofmush on a microscope 
cover glass becomes covered with a dry film in 5-10 min. After 15-20 min the drop does 
not come off when gently wiped by dry fingers. An hour later the lower layers are also 
dry. In this state the clot has hardened and remains firmly stuck to the back of出epollinator 
lifelong unless it is liquefied again. In Ra. kerrii and Ra. cantleyi the pollen also clots but 
the speed of白eprocess is not the same due to the different microclimate of their respective 
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Figllre. 12. Large blld (14 cm circlll1lference) and two s1llal1 bllds (left one 2.5 CI1l， right on巴 3.0CIll CirClllll-

f巴!巴nc巴)still enclosed in host tissue 

Figllre. 13. BlId of 10.6 CI1l CirClIlllfel巴ncecut to show white hairs Figul巴. 14. Frllit of R. zippelii 

(22 cm circllm-

ference) 
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Figure. 15. Trifo li o late leaves and ripe fruits of Terrasrigma pedunculare. 

Figure. 16. Female inflo rescence of T. pedunculare. 

Figure . l 7. Aerial roots of T. pedunculare, I c m diameter. Note 
the lenti ce ls. 
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Figure 18. Relationship between bud size and bud growth rate of R. zippelii at site (a). 
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habitats. R. zippelii∞C町 S泊 awanner and generally more humid habitat (22-30・C，85-100%
RH)血叩 s.himalayana and its pollen mush becomes rubbery and not readily smearable 
泊 about1 h， and hard in about 4 h. But the process is ra由erfaster when wind from drier 

crest紅 eas(e.g. 65 % RH) reaches the flower， or especially when exposed to s住ong剖r

cu町entsduring the pollinators' fast flight， or when血eybask in the sun or fly up加to也e
canopy or other drier environments. Calliphorid fly pollinators were often caught with 

completely dry pollen smears， probably acq凶red泊 由eprevious day (s)， both ne紅 R.zippelii 
組 dRa. kerrii. 

τ'he process is reversible: addition of a drop of water or sme紅 ofstigmatic 自国dto 
a clot dried on a slide or pollinator出oraxliquefies the clot and floats the pollen grains 

in a matter of seconds. 
Si伊 ific佃 tly，prelimin紅 ygerr凶nationexperimen'ωshow白紙也epollen of all four 

species retains substantial viability in由e命ystate for many days. Viability progressively 
declines over出enext 3 weeks (no experiments yet made with Ra. kerrii pollen older白血

11 days).百lIsis much longer白anpollen types carried by honey bees which generally last 

for less出回 aday (KRAAI， 1962; STANLEY & L町 SKENS，1974). Since conventional 
gerr凶nationmethods were not successful even with企eshpollen mush， pollen dried for 
S附 ificperiods of伽 e，剖 well儲 freshpollen， on splinters of cover sl恥 wasapplied onto 

由estigma of live female rafflesiaceous flowers in悦 field，left for 24 h and then examined 
microscopically for pollen tubes. To prevent natural poll泊ation，the flowers were covered 
with screening before ope凶ng.Gerrnination of R. zippelii pollen occurred on the stigma 

of both Sapria and Rafflesia; gerrnination w部 alsosuccessful across the latter two and 

among themselves. Experiments with the stigma of R. zippelii as gerr凶nationmedium could 
not yet be carried out. For several reasons (e.g. long distance transportation) the samples 

of pollen dried on cover slips could not be left at出esite. It is possible白紙 thedifferent 
environmental conditions reduced the viability of血epollen. 

The remarkable ability of血epollen of the three genera to solidify and be reliquefied 

by profuse stigmatic fluid has two impo白血tconsequences. It ensures fmn attachment of 
large pollen loa也 tothe vector for long periods. It allows selective delivery， i.e. it is not 
lost on wrong stigmas when pollinators visit other flowers 一回 calliphoridsoften do-but 
can be sweapt off only by a fluid-soaked stigma. Virtually the only misdelivery which 

could occur is between Rhizanthes and Rafflesia. 

In a number of individuals of R. zippelii， norrnal-looking anthers were exuding 
nothing but a colourless， clear fluid instead of白etypical yellowish mush. Microscopic 
examination showed也atsuch drops contained insignificant numbers of pollen grains.百le
drops dried部 transp釘'entclots and it is assumed白紙出ey紅e也ematrix泊 whichpollen 
grains紅 enorrnally suspended. 

In R. z伊'peliipollen mush conglomerates do not drop from the anther to白e
circumambulator to be sucked by pollinators， unlike what 1 had previously assumed to be 

the case with Ra. kerrii and S. himalayana (BANZIGER， 1991). Having seen many more 
of these flowers 1 now conclude白紙泊Ra.kerrii pollen-dropping must be exceptional and 
in S. himalayana it might have been an artifact due to handling when cutting open the bud. 

In Mitrastemma yamamotoi Makino the pollen is also suspended in a fluid ma回x.
However， in血isspecies it is not wa町 solublebut of lipidic base (W ATANABE， 1936). Hence 
it is not affected by rain， unlike in R. zippelii where a single sustained shower will wash 
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off the pollen and destroy the flower's閃 productivecapability. In Rafflesia and Sapria the 
pollen is well protected， set below and off the margin of the disk， and also well above the 
base of the tube and thus it is not exposed to rain. In M. yamamotoi nothing is known 
about pollen clotting and its viability over time. However， it can be assumed that it does 
not clot， as is the case with the lady slipper orchid Paphiopedilum villosum (Lindley) Stein 
where the pollen ma位ixis also lipidic (B沿~ZIGER， in press) and the pollen mass retains 
its very viscous consistency for many weeks. It is interesting to note that血epollen of this 
orchid retains its viability for at least 8 weeks while glued to the dorsum of its hoverfly 
pollinators， leading to normal capsule development when smeared onto the orchid's stigma 
(B白河ZIGER，in press). 

Neclar 

Another unexpected finding is the secretion of nectar (Fig. 3) on the pad covered by 
the ramenta. Prof. Dr. S. Vogel very kindly carried out histological analyses of the pads 
1 had sent to him and confirmed that they contain nectar glands. The nect紅 appearsin 
clear， colourless， initially more or less discrete droplets which merge and soak up the 
ramenta and sometimes part of theωft hairs. It tasted sweet to my tongue and was sucked 
by a variety of insects r組 gingfrom the pollinating blow flies to non-pollinating visitors 
such as muscid and sarcophagid flies， honey and stingless bees， wasps， ants， butterflies etc. 
(B沿~ZIGER， 1996). Since the nectar occurs ne紅 themargin of the lobes， hence far from 
where the actual pollination occurs， the nectar is functionally somewhat comparable to 
extrafloral nectaries; pollination is not a direct consequence of nectar uptake.百lIsrelocation 
may be an adaptation to ward off nect紅 thieveswhich might disrupt the activity of出e位ue
pollinators， and keep away仕omthe flower' s reproduction centre血emost deleterious ants 
which devour nectariferous tissues. 

The nect紅 wasnot present in all flowers. For instance， it was lacking in female 9.1 
and male 5.8 and its absence was not due to depletion by insects (which can occur in a 
very short time)， nor to ants (which c叩 obliteratethe tissue in a few hours). It is clearly 
an individual lack as observed in flowers kept under vigil from ope凶ngtime. Absence of 
nect紅 insome flowers may indicate its reduced importance in the pollination process. 
Since pollinators are successfully lured to the circumambulator by other cues， nectar has 
lost to a wide extent its pu中ose.

Yet the nect訂 probablyretains two minor functions. As a nourishment it‘wets'出e
appetite of the pollinators and induces them to remain on the flower， to crawl around and 
search for more， thereby increasing the chances of approaching the circumambulator. By 
offering a reward it induces calliphorids， which are capable of a certain degree of flower 
constancy (KUGLER， 1951)， to visit another flower -important for pollen delivery onto a 
female. 

Recently MEUER (in litt.) also noted the presence of a secretion at the antler hairs. 

Odours 

CAMMERLOHER (1920) studied the stomata of Rhizanthes加 dRafflesia and suggested 
白atthey釘 e血eplaces where the unpleasant odours紅'ereleased. However， since they紅 e
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found exclusively on the underside (outside) of the perigone lobes they cannot be loci of 

odour emanation since血isoccurs on由.eupperside (加side).Also， insects attracted to血e

flower only settle on this side. Another function Cammerloher suggested is血atthey may 
release physiological water. However， because of the almost constantly high hur凶dityof 
出emicrohabitat 1 do not think evaporation would be very efficient， nor have 1 seen 

droplets of water forming at血estomata. 

M邸周R& VELDKAMP (1988) described the odour of R. z伊'[Jelii，reported by various 
authors， as ranging from being virtually absent to being curiously acid， to foul and 
cadaverous. According to HE悶悶CHER(1905) the odour was not unple部組tand at any rate 
not carrion-lik:e. Fresh flowers of my population emitted two very different， locally cle紅'ly
sep釘 ableodours， as assessed by close sme1ling.百les佐ongerone originated from t1te tube， 
adjacent p紅tof the lobe and possibly the colurnn. 1 found it a most perplex泊gone and 

for w叩 tof a better description 1 would compare it to恥則的 airof a room wit1t old 
furniture， and of a crowded room needing ventilation. The weaker odour emanated from 

the caudate appendages. It was rather more unpleasant and varied between cheesy to 
excrement -like.百leodours were weak and generally perceptible only close to t1te flower 

but occasionally a faint whiff could be felt as far away as 1-1.5 m. 
The odours紅 etherefore quite different from白紙 ofRa. kerrii (mostly rancid on 

perigone， variably fruity in the tube but cadaverous from some distance) and Ra. cantleyi 
(weaker in general， barely perceptible on出eperigones， weakly reminiscent of foul eggs 
in the tube) (BANZIGER， 1991 and unpubl.). S. himalayana odour is also cadaverous but 
rather weaker白血 RafJlesia's.

To the human nose R. zippelii' s odour was the weakest of the above but to flies it must 
be the most po飽ntas shown in two experiments comp紅ingR. zippelii and Ra. cantleyi， 
all four being normally visited by calliphorid flies before the experlments started. In both 
cases， one R. z伊'[Jeliiw田 cutan placed 50 cm企omone Ra. cantleyi sti1l in situ. In the 
frrst住iall部 t泊g35 minR. z伊'peliiwas visited by 14 Chrysomya pinguis (Walker)釦 dC.
chani Kurahashi and Ra. cantl，りiby only one Hypopygiopsis i，ゆ mata但igot).In血esecond 
住ialof 10 min， 18 C. pinguis and C. chani settled on R. zippelii， 6 on Ra. cantleyi.百le

calliphorids were not only more frequent but also more persistent on R. zippelii血anon 
Ra. cantleyi白ough也iscould be additionally due to血eformer' s perigone tex細胞 which 

mimics the fur of a m阻 lmal.

PHENOLOGICAL OBSERV A:.τ10NS ON RHlZANTHES ZIPPEUI 

Bud Growth 

SOLMS-LAUBACH (1876) studied in great detail the anatomy and mo叩hologyof buds 
加 variousstages of development， from its inception on the thallus filaments of the p紅 'asite
血roughto bud ma加rity，but its phenology has remained unk:nown. 1 monitored the grow血

of 101 buds from 31 March to 17 April泊百回landand of 63 buds from 16 to 31 Janu紅y，
1995， in Malaysia. Size increments were measured as circurnference at血ebud' s widest 
臣民h，but for practical reasons， in small buds白ishad to be obtained企'ommeasured 
diameters. 
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Buds frrst appear as small swellings which develop， still embedded in the brownish 
host tissue， into protruding， spherical nodules (Fig. 12). When about 3.7-4.1 cm in 
circumference血eybreak血roughthe host tissue.百leyremain enclosed in the fleshy and 
pale bracts (scales) until about 10 cm in circumference (about 2 months before flowering) 
when the ac旬albud st制 sto show below the receding tips of由ebracts.τ'he meridians 
-the brownish red lines along the fissures where血eperigones split from each other -
become increasingly evident， as does the bud coloration錨 awhole from its pale base to 
the brownish red top， while very slowly the bracts darken to eventually become企y，black 
組 dpapery血inat least distally (Fig. 6， 12). Intemally出ebuds have white hairs (Fig. 13) 
until about 11 cm in circumference. Their change to brownish has progressed about half 
way when about 12.5 cm and is completed when 13.5-14 cm in circumference (some 20 
days before flowering)出oughparts of the nect紅 padsand antler hairs紅 estill somewhat 
paler血anthe rest. From a circumference of about 13 cm onwards， it is possible to 
establish the sex of the bud from without. By gently bending down the bracts， one can see 
血eshape of the walls of the neck. If it n創TOWSdownwardly， it is a male; if it widens or 
remains the s鉱neit is a female.τ'he bud opens at組 averagecircumference of 17.0 cm 
(min 14.7， max 20.5 cm) (16 buds measured within 12 hours before ope凶ng，except one 
measured 2 days prior to an曲目is;its maωre size was assessed by ex住apolation).

The opening of a bud can be predicted within 1， sometimes 2 days， from the position 
of the last whorl of bracts， viz. its distinct divergence from the neck (Fig. 6)， at least in 
males. In the female the divergence is not so obvious， probably due to the broader neck 
and its less inclined walls typical of females， which allow less space for divergence. Cracks 
along the meridians， formed first at白etop of the bud long before an出esis，later widening 
and extending down the sides of the bud， are a further白oughonly very approximate 
indication白紙 ina number of days the bud will open. Furthermore， about two days before 
opening， bud exp佃 sionaccellerates企om0.13-0.18 cm/day to 0.3-0.5 cm/day. An increased 
bud expansion rate shortly before an白esisis found also in other Rafflesiaceae. In Ra. kerrii 
in S Chumphom Province the widening of three buds accellerated from a circumference 
increment of 1 cm/day to 3 cm/day 5 days prior to opening， leading to a maximum bud 
circumference of 75-85 cm (BλNZIGER， unpublふElliott(pers. comm.) found faster 
expansion also in the last bud stages of S. himalayana. 

The grow血 ratesof百凶佃dMalaysi佃 populationsco町'espondclosely. From the 
curve (Diagram 2) it follows that when a bud breaks through the host tissue at a 
circumference of 3.7-4.1 cm， it needs some 200ー225days for flowering， but for the 
smallest measured buds of 1.6 cm circumference an estimated 400 days are needed. However， 
the data for the small buds紅'eless reliable due to their slow grow血andthe short monitoring 
period. This is very close to the growth rates measured by ELLlO'π(1992) for S. 
himalayana， viz. 111 days from 7 cm circumference to flowering (105 days in R. zippelii). 
The giant Ra. amoldi R. Brown needs nearly 500 days to grow from the circumference of 
4.7 cm to flowering at 107 cm (MEUER， 1958). 

Anthesis 

In Thailand the ope凶ngof four buds was followed throughout the night at ho町'ly
intervals. In血reethe perigones started to split ap訂 taround midnight， in the fourth around 
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0200 h， and this was completed around noon in all four. The other 17 buds (from all sites) 
were found flowering in the morning after being closed the previous aftemoon; they also 
must have opened at凶ghtand the degree of flower expansion of the majority of them was 
within the same range. In three it was completed during 0900-1000 h. The final position 
of the recurved lobes varied from one just below the horizontal plane to a much more 
recurved position with the distallobe parts more or less vertical and the caudate appendag回
horizontal instead of close to ve凶calas in the former. In the latter， which occurred in 
flowers not in direct contact with the ground，出eexpansion period lasted beyond noon. 

The splitting ap制 startedand was fastest on top of the bud where generally 3-4 
wedge-like gaps formed (Fig. 7， 8) between groups of fo町 ormore perigones still attached 
to each other， together with their caudate appendages.百legroups split into s泊gleperigones 
at various times later， though some only split p紅 tlyor not at all. The tips of the caudate 
appendages， which generally were the last to separate， started to detach around 0300-0400 
h when also the odour became more evident and the nectar droplets visible. By 0600-0700 
h (Fig. 9) the caudate appendages were more or less horizontal and the lobes already 
overhanging， the whole giving the impression of a‘cage'. Around 0800 h (Fig. 10) the 
caudate appendages were inclined about 450， resembling somewhat the spikes of a 
camivorous plant ready to snap. By 0930-1030 h (Fig. 11) they were vertical and by noon 
they were open still more and白ereflexing stopped or slowed down. As a comparison， Ra. 

kerrii needs about 24 h to open fully; 2 flowers started to open in白emorning， one after 
凶ght-fall(BANZIGER， unpublふ

The best Thai cluster of R. z伊'/)eliihad 3 flowers during 11 days， the best Malaysian 
had 7 during 9 days. One cluster in Thailand had 2 flowers which opened on白esame day， 
both males. In Malaysia one cluster had 3 males and another cluster had a male and a 
female (deformed and incapable of reproduction) which flowered at the same time. 

Flower Longevity 

As already indicated by Bartel's notes (HE凹RICHER，1905)， flower longevity is short. 
When no rain fell， the flowers looked ‘fresh' for 2， at most 3 days and the odours were 
weaker and started to deteriorate on the second or出irdday， although flies still visited出e
flowers many days afterwards. After白reedays批 odourwas more mouldy. 

Pollen depletion depends on the number of flies entering the circumambulator and 
their size and behaviour. 1 found that s位ongfly activity can exhaust pollen supply within 
a few hours and in all but one flower， pollen was depleted by mid-aftemoon of the frrst 
day. Thus the chance of pollen washout by potential rain is not great since it is often 
already depleted by pollinators. 

In the only female flower 1 was able to vigil from opening time， the stigma was wet 
during the frrst day，合ome紅lymorning to eve凶ng.In another female， checked in血e
morning of its second flowering day， the stigma was slightly wet but it is not clear whether 
the liquid was stigmatic fluid or moisture due to rain or dew of the previous night. In yet 
another female， found when some three to five days old but still visited by flies， the stigma 
was合y.It is conceivable由atfemales may be pollinated and fertilized on the second or 
few subsequent days with仕eshpollen mush but not with dried pollen. 

Rain also causes the tangle of白汀yhairs to collapse and stick to the perigone surface， 
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impairing出eproper functioning of the pollination mechanism. Rain also causes a faster 

darkening and rotting of the fleshy p紅 tsof the flower which are血enconsumed by various 

nocturnal invertebrates， leaving only norトfleshyblack tissue behind which can persist for 

many weeks. 

Fruit 

At all血reesites there were very few remains of female flowers which rnight have 

been fertilized and developed fruit (Fig. 14). 1 left them in situ， but collected two for the 
s加dyof the seeds. However， only one had what looked like not yet quite ripe seeds. They 
look very similar to RaffLesia seeds. 

DISCUSSION 

τ'he populations of Rhizanthes of the three study sites， which doubtlessly belong to the 
S創nespecies， could not be identified unequivocally as either z伊'Peliior lowi with the key 
of MEIJER & VELDKAMP (1988) nor by other descriptions of the two taxa. As there may 

not be enough justification for upholding two species and since zippelii BLUME (1827) has 

priority， 1 have opted for血isname. Synonyrnization had been previously proposed by 

HOOKER (1873). 
In an effort to resolve血isproblem 1 s旬diedBeccari's descriptions of lowi in白eorig泊al

and also visited the well curated Herbarium Universitatis Florentinae. Unfortunately，出e
relevant type material is no longer there， and could not be traced. BECCA阻 'S(1868， 1869) 
lowi was not described from an open flower but仕ommere buds， and he could comp紅 e

these only with the description and somewhat rnisleading illustrations of BLUME (1827). 
BECC組1'Sdescription (1869) of lowi buds is detailed but his comparison with z伊'Peliiis 

somewhat confusing. He later (1875) reiterated his findings after studying zippelii material 
from the type locality and rejected HOOKER'S (1873) merger of白etwo species; this was 
followed by most botanists. Still， a description based only on buds， in a taxon lacking 

vegetative parts， is bound to be unreliable and problematic. Furthermore， much new 
information has accumulated during批泊tervening120 years. 

My view is that也isRhizanthes is highly variable. Like m佃 yp紅 asitesit has 

undergone reductions， a process which is probably still in progress as exemplified by the 
lack ofnec旬r，or the secretion of pollen matrix without pollen， in some of the individuals. 
Reductions resulted in additional and possibly more evident new characters由加 in叩

ordinary plant. However，泊 Rhizanthesthe characters used for the distinction of zippelii 
from lowi occur in various combinations and sometimes with transitions. In the past this 
was not sufficiently appreciated because of lack of material. 

針。hablythe main feature which induced Beccari to白泊khis species w邸 different

from z伊'Peliiis白ataccording to BLUME (1827)也isappears to be 516・lobedwith bi・or
佐i・fissuredcaudate extensions. In reality the lobes and extensions simply did not separate 

completely into the normal 16 p訂ts，the fissures being the lines along which the caudate 
extensions normally detach from each other. 

百lepresence of加負 h剖rsin lowi and lack in z伊'Pelii，where Beccari says由eyare
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replaced by the ramenta， does not seem to be reliable. The various typ邸 ofh組rformations 
紅'e，as pointed out by HE町阻C田 R(1905) in his detailed studies of zippelii， rather variable. 
From various illustrations血e旬fthairs appe紅白 beless conspicuous but not entirely 
lacking and the ramenta merely somewhat more widely spread in some zippelii. Also， 1 
have observed白紙 thehairs紅'esometimes bitten off by ants， so出attheir absence may 
be an artifact of which previous authors were not aware.百lenumber of lowi's anthers， 
5ι60， is not significantly outside the variation found in z伊'J)eliiof 38-50 (31-52 in my 
populations). B民 cari'smean deviation of::l: 5 is suspiciously low (::1: 10.5 in my material)， 
probably due to his very sc組 .tystudy material. Beccari's other important distinction， viz. 
unisexual lowi and bisexual zippelii， turned out not to be consistent as shown by SOLMS-
LAUBACH'S (1876) finding of pure males among the material from出etype locali旬-
HE町阻CHER(1905) described even transitions with more or less strongly reduced organs 
of血eopposite sex. 

Also colour seems unreliable taxonomically. According to MEIJER & VELDKAMP (1988)， 
zippelii has pale yellowish-white perigosi回 andhairs at frrst bloom which soon turn to 
various shades of brownish red while lowi is so a1ready before opening (M日JER，in litt.). 
1 consider these mere different physiological stages of the same colour development p副 :em.
Buds at my sites had white hairs inside while smaller than 11 cm circumference but had 
brown ones when more出組 14cm. MOLESWOR咽 ALLEN(1968) described flowers of 
lowi， corrected to 均'J)eliiby MEIJER & VELDKAMP (1988)， from ne紅 mypopulations制

加itiallyvery pale pink， with white hairs before tuming d紅k.HE町阻CHER'S(1905)企esh
zippelii from near白etype locality had 'dirty white' perigones basally， fleshy coloured 
ones distally but pale caudate extensions， while the hairs were c泊namon.In a colour 
illustration (ANo附 MOUS，1995) zippelii from Sumatra has cinnamon as well田 white
hairs (difficult to see) on perigones which are bright white throughout except for the nect紅
pad with the ramenta and caudate extensions which紅 ed釘k.MEI庖R& VELDKAMP 
(1988) illustrated組、berr組 t'lowi where the basal half of血eperigones and its hairs紅e
white and the distal ones也rk.In some of my buds (circumference 11-14 cm) the darkening 
occurred first on distal and basal perigone p紅ts，the middle section remaining pale somewhat 
longer， while in others the nect紅 padsand r釘nentastayed pale somewhat longer. To sum 
up， evidently the time and the紅'eawhere parts of the flowerωm from pale to brown are 
variable and occ町 indifferent combinations. In conclusion， it seems to me白紙， based on 
the data we have so far， there is no clearly defmed， consistent character which sep紅 ates
zippelii from lowi and 1 would propose to merge出elatter as a synonym into the former. 

The relationship between R. zippelii叩 dT. pedunculare is of p紅ticul紅 interest，not 
so much because the liana is a new host佃 da new Thai record， but because of the 
p紅出ite'sres凶ctionto a single host species over a wide釘 eain Thailand and Malaysia. 
It was not found泊fectingany of the four other Tetrastigma組 dtwo non-vitaceous species 
reported as hosts by other authors. Sign出cantly，among them was T. tuberculatum (my 
Tetrastigma sp. 12) which was growing at all sites and泊 somec邸 esonly a few meters 
from R. zijフ'J)elii.At Malaysi佃 sites7 individuals (e.g. coll. No. 1205， 1206， 1232) were 
infected by clusters of Ra. cantleyi. Tetrastigma hookeri (e.g. coll. No. 1309， 1310， 1335) 
was also present at all three sites. In 官lailandthere was additionally T. curtisii. Neither 
though has been reported as host. 

Yet，泊 spiteof the finding of a new host it is well possible出atfuture studies may 
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narrow down rather than widen the host range of R. zippelii， as happened in the case of 
Rafflesia. In Peninsular Malaysia， Latiff (pers. comm.) found that the hosts of Ra. cantleyi 

and Ra. hasseltii were all T. tuberculatum which is also the host for most other Rafflesia 
in Malaysian Bomeo. 1 made corresponding observations. Ra. cantleyi at sites (b) and (c) 

are all on Tetrastigma sp. 12. North of the Isthmus of Khra， Ra. kerrii infects exclusively 
T. quadrangulum (16 clusters seen) but south of Khra to the Malaysian border， in a stretch 
of 600 km， 1 have found it parasitizing only Tetrastigma sp. 12 (15 clusters of six populations 

in four provinces (BλNZIGER， unpublふ 1have checked the identity of Ra. kerrii hosts No. 
086164佃 d086168 (Forest Herbarium， Bangkok)， mentioned as T. papillosum (NIYOMTHAM 
& KUBAT， 1987) and found them to be two different species， neither being T. papillosum. 
The actual host is Tetrastigma sp. 12 while 086164 is virtually certain to be T. curtisii 
which in S Thailand frequently occurs together with the actual host. Own field surveys in 
the area of 086164 and 086168 showed Ra. kerrii on Tetrastigma sp. 12， T. curtisii also 
being present but not infected. The two have similar stems and can easily be confused. 

Some Tetrastigma identifications in my paper (臥NZIGER，1991)紅 enot flawless either 

(their primary identification though was not done by Prof. Latiff nor by myself): T. 

lanceolarium should be replaced by T. hookeri. There訂 esome 57 Tetrastigma species 
recorded from Malesia (LATIFF， 1984)， 16 from Thailand (CRAIB， 1926) and 39 from 
Indochina (GAGNEPAIN， 1912， 1930). A taxonomic revision of this difficult and sti1l 
poorly known genus wi1l likely synonymize many of them. 

R. z伊l]Jeliiis a sapromyophilous flower since its pollinators are necro-叩 dcoprophagous 
Diptera， viz. mainly Lucilia porphyrinα(Walker) and C. pinguis together with four further 
Calliphoridae besides an additional four as exceptional or potential pollinators. The 
syndrome is based mainly on brood-site deception as the carrion flies are deceived into 

laying hundreds of eggs， the hatchlings of which紅 edoomed to starvation (B必-lZIGER，1996). 
Thus the presence of a reward， viz. nectar， is somewhat unexpected because typically 
sapromyophylous flowers do not offer any. In fact， in the Rafflesiaceae there are only 
three other genera with species known to produce a sweet secretion. Their pollination 
syndrome is not definitively known， but evidence suggests that none is sapromyophilous. 
One is Cytinus， with hypocistis L. as the only European species of出efar国ly創nong
several other elsewhere.百leother is Pilostyles， richer in species and wider in dis出bution.

Cytinus hypocistis， P. thurberi Gray and P. hamiltonii Gardner have floral nectaries lying 
at the base of the column (HAYEK， 1912; RUT田町ORD，1970; DELL & BURBIDGE， 1981) 
which are therefore， unlike R. zippelii， directly involved in the pollination. An unidentified 

native wasp is the probable pollinator of P. hamiltonii (DELL & BURBIDGE， 1981) while 
a long-tongued hymenopteran is thought to pollinate C. hypocistis (HA YEK， 1912). 

In the third genus， Mitrastemma， there is yamamotoi which produces large quantities 
of a sweet liquid which is exuded not by nectaries but through hydathodes as a guttation 
process (W ATANABE， 1937). 百lehydathodes are located high on the column and the 
liquid collects mainly at the base of the perigones where it is taken up by such visitors as 

wasps， flies and a bird， Zosterops palpebrosa. W AT ANABE (1936) considered the insects 
as well as the bird to be pollinators but出iswas only inferred as no actual pollen acquisition 

or delivery was observed. 
R. zippelii therefore is only a‘half-de四 ptive'sapromyophilous flower (sensu DAUMA1叩，

1971) which is佃 uncommontype， as found in some but by no means all Aristolochia， 
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such as grandiflora Swartz (CAMMERLO田 R，1923; HIuE， 1984). 
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